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About SafetyNow

• We've been in the safety business since 1929 
and we are proud of our legacy and the 
impact we've had on tens of thousands of 
organizations throughout North America.

• CEO for past 3 years, University of Edinburgh 
MBA, research for Microsoft, Google, Baidu, 
Allstate, Sterling Commerce and more…

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Since 1929 we have been delivering safety training and compliance solutions to organizations throughout North America. In fact, we were the first publication to report on the innovation in PPE called the hard hat after it was developed during the building of the Hoover Dam. We have been around for nearly 100 years and we are still winning awards;In 2017 we won the CODiE Award for Best Risk Management & Compliance Solution and the Brandon Hall HCM Excellence Award for Best Advance in Learning Technology, which we also won in 2018.The reason we are winning these awards is because we have a dedicated team that is focused on making it easier for our clients to perform their jobs effectively, to reduce administrative hassles, and to free up time and resources for the activities that they value most.



Scary Safety Facts

1. $38K – average direct cost of a workplace accident or injury – NSC
2. $192k – average indirect cost of a workplace accident or injury – NSC
3. Average fatality has costs 10-20x
4. 1 in 35 – significant injuries per workplace accidents & incidents
5. 3/100 – Non-fatal workplace injuries per 100 FTE
6. 16 workplace fatalities every day in North America
7. Over 90% of safety managers do not know if training is working – C-suite is 

demanding transparency and reporting
8. Attendance is not verification that training was learned and sunk in



Story of Safety Training
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Presentation Notes
A little over 80% said they were doing safety training, however, in a perfect world, this number should be 100%. Of those, only half believed that their training was compliant.*By the way, compliance isn’t a good thing; compliance is just the bare minimum.Again, in a perfect world, both of these columns should be at 100% and the reason that only half of them feel that they are compliant is because in actuality only 1/3 of them are actually using compliant materials.The truth of the matter is a little over half of the organizations in North America ARE AT RISK!They are not compliant, and they are not doing training at regular intervals.And so, they are at risk of penalties, fines, incidents and accidents at any given time.Because, the reality is, that today, for the first time is 25 years the number of accidents, incidents, and fatalities is actually increasing in the workplace; FOR THE FIRST TIME IN 25 YEARS.So not only are half of the companies not compliant, there are more accidents.



Story of Safety Training

• 80% of safety managers are only doing instructor-led safety 
training

• 84% of companies have safety meetings at least monthly (34% 
have daily or weekly meetings)

• The biggest challenges to safety training are 1) keeping 
employees engaged, 2) program administration, 3) 
communicating the value to management, and 4) maintaining 
consistency in safety training across departments

• 96.3% of safety professionals believe that blended learning is 
superior to any one format – the variety improves engagement, 
comprehension and retention

• The most effective safety training formats outside of safety 
meetings are on the job safety interventions (74.6%), followed by 
online learning courses (40.6%)
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Presentation Notes
Story of Brett and Vancouver CanucksStory of Boeing Conference



HOW WE LEARN –
BUILDING RETENTION

A Cognitive Psychology Primer



Memory & The Brain

In 1953, William Beecher Scoville 
removed a 2 inch piece of brain 
tissue from the brain of Henry 
Molaison to treat epilepsy – as a 
result, he could no longer form 
new memories.
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The average human brain has about 100 billion neurons (or nerve cells) and many more neuroglia (or glial cells) which serve to support and protect the neurons (although see the end of this page for more information on glial cells). Each neuron may be connected to up to 10,000 other neurons, passing signals to each other via as many as 1,000 trillion synaptic connections, equivalent by some estimates to a computer with a 1 trillion bit per second processor. Estimates of the human brain’s memory capacity vary wildly from 1 to 1,000 terabytes (for comparison, the 19 million volumes in the US Library of Congress represents about 10 terabytes of data).The human brain is perhaps the most complex living structure known in the universe. Although it has the same general structure as the brains of other mammals, is over three times as large as the brain of a typical mammal with an equivalent body size, and much more complex.There are several areas of the brain that are central to learning: the entorhinal cortex, which acts as a kind of filter for incoming information; the hippocampus, where memory formation occurs; and the neocortex, where conscious memories are stored once they’re flagged as keepers.Memories are also formed when neurons form new connections. The bridge between two neurons is called a synapse, and when these are newly formed, that’s when we remember. When we then recall that memory later, the synapses that belong to it grow thicker, making it easier to recall it in the future.However, different memories are stored in entirely different parts of the brain. When you meet your new neighbor John, and try to remember his name, that’s a conscious effort at making a memory. These new memories are stored inside the hippocampus of your brain. Then why is it that people with Alzheimer’s can still remember all the old stuff, but forget you just brought them their food 2 minutes ago?That’s because Alzheimer’s damages the hippocampus, but leaves the neocortex in tact. Old memories that were formed unconsciously, for example going to Disneyland for the first time with your grandparents (personal example) are stored there. It’s the area of the brain that controls and processes our movements, visuals and senses. Memories stored here are much stronger, because each part of your memory is stored in a different section.For example the taste of the ice-cream my grandma bought me is stored in the synapses of the taste section, while the 1920’s design of the ice-cream parlor lies in the visual processing section. More synapses in more locations means better recall, and that’s why some ancient memories are still so vivid in your brain.Science shows that the neocortex is divided into areas for premotor functions, motor functions, visual processing, auditory processing, planning and language comprehension. Which divide a memory and then combine a memory so fast – instantaneously for most of us, complete with emotion, and layers of detail.The risk of peering too closely inside the brain is that you lose track of what is outside – ie, the person. A person with emotions, forget’s birthdays, can’t find the house keys, and drinks from the carton.The brain doesn’t store facts, ideas and experiences like a computer does, always opening and displaying an identical image. It embeds them in networks of perceptions, facts, and thoughts, slightly different combinations of which bubble up each time. And that just retrieved memory doesn’t overwrite the previous one but intertwines and overlaps with it. Nothing is completely lost, but the memory trace is altered for good.



Forgetting Curve

The Forgetting Curve describes how the brain’s 
ability to retain information decreases over time.  

Hermann Ebbinghaus created the curve back in 
1885.
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If I gave you a list of nonsense 3 letter words right now, how long do you think you would remember them?How long could you remember at least half of them?In 1885, Hermann Ebbinghaus did this exact experiment – and his results are widely accepted as a general theory for how we learn and retain information.  Graphing his results, he developed a formula for how long items remain in our memory. Some people may remember better than others, but the general trend for how long we retain information is the same.The resulting graph is called Ebbinghaus’ Forgetting Curve. The bads news is, it’s steeper than you may think.  The good news is, there are strategies you can use to improve your memory retention.According to Ebbinghaus, the level at which we retain information depends on a couple of things:The strength of your memoryThe amount of time that has passed since learningThe shape of the curve is defined by the following equation: (Warning: math ahead!) Retention = e ^ -(Time/Strength of Memory)Keep in mind, your unique memory strength will determine whether you retain half the information for 3 weeks (as in the graph above) or more, or less. Depending on what you’ve learned, especially classroom style, I’ve read estimates that say we forget 90% within the first month – or even first week!How Can We Retain More?There are two primary factors that affect our level of retention for items in our long term memory:RepetitionQuality of memory representation Repetition is easy enough – the more frequently we repeat something, the more likely it is to stick.  For this reason, one suggestion given to improve memory retention when taking a class is to review your notes and classwork regularly.  Research has shown that reviewing at regular intervals does increase retention and that over time, less frequent review is needed.The takeaway from the graph above is this:  frequent review can help retention, but over time, we still tend to forget what we’ve learned.  This is why reviewing and cramming for exams can provide dividends in the short term – only to lead to you forgetting everything you had quickly learned/memorized immediately after.There is one caveat though:  one aspect that can increase retention (and that is not accounted for in the graph above) is that vague phrase mentioned above – quality of memory representation.  There’s also some debate about how much retention is affected based on how meaningful the information is.So, how does this graph change with the quality of memory representation?A better approach for long term retention is to focus on the quality of the information represented in memory and the meaning of the information to you.  In plain English – the more relevant, meaningful connections you can make with the new information in your mind with things you already know, the better your memory retention over time.  As this is much more difficult to graph, let me sum it up like this:If you learn something, and it is important to you, and you can connect it with many things you already know, your memory retention will be very highIf you learn something, and it is not important to you, and you do not connect it with anything you already know, you will have poor retention and require regular repetition (as in the graph above)So how can we create long term retention through more meaningful connections?The short answer is that rather than trying to memorize everything (referred to as the rote method of learning), we need to relate what we learn and draw connections.



Spacing Effect

Mom was right, 
incremental 
practice every 
day is the best 
way
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We are not taught how to learn in school, we are taught how to pass tests. The spacing effect is a far more effective way to learn and retain information that works with our brain instead of against it.During the school years, most of us got used to spending hours at a time memorizing facts, equations, the names of the elements, French verbs, dates of key historical events. We found ourselves frantically cramming the night before a test. We probably read through our notes over and over, a gallon of coffee in hand, in the hope that the information would somehow lodge in our brains. Once the test was over, we doubtless forgot everything straight away.1Even outside of formal education, we have to learn large amounts of new information on a regular basis: foreign languages, technical terms, sale scripts, speeches, the names of coworkers. Learning through rote memorization is tedious and—more important—ineffective. If we want to remember something, we need to work with our brains, not against them. To do that, we need to understand cognitive constraints and find intelligent ways to get around them or use them to our advantage.This is where the spacing effect comes in. It’s a wildly useful phenomenon: we are better able to recall information and concepts if we learn them in multiple, spread-out sessions. We can leverage this effect by using spaced repetition to slowly learn almost anything.It works for words, numbers, images, and skills. It works for anyone of any age, from babies to elderly people. It works for animals, even species as simple as sea slugs. The effect cuts across disciplines and can be used to learn anything from artistic styles to mathematical equations.Spaced repetition might not have the immediacy of cramming or the adrenaline rush of a manic all-nighter. But the information we learn from it can last a lifetime and tends to be effectively retained. In some ways, the spacing effect is a cognitive limitation, yet a useful one—if we are aware of it.Frequency matters. Under normal conditions, frequent repetitions aid memory. We know this intuitively. Just try to memorize this article on a single repetition. However much attention, focus, or individual ability you have, it won’t work.Forgetting and learning are, in a counterintuitive twist, linked. When we review close to the point of nearly forgetting, our brains reinforce the memory as well as add new details. This is one reason practice papers and teaching other people are the most effective ways for students to revise—they highlight what has been forgotten.Retrieving memories changes the way they are later encoded. In essence, the harder something is to remember now, the better we will recall it in the future. The more we strain, which is painful mental labor, the easier it will be in the future. There is no learning without pain. Recall is more important than recognition. This explains why practice tests are a better way to learn than opening your text and re-reading your highlights.Our brains assign greater importance to repeated information. This makes sense; information we encounter on a regular basis does tend to be more important than that which we only come across once. Disregarding any forms of mental impairment, we don’t have trouble recalling the information we need on a daily basis. Our PIN, our own telephone number, the directions to work, and names of coworkers, for example. We might once have struggled to remember them, but after accessing those sorts of information hundreds or thousands of time, recall becomes effortless.Some researchers also believe that semantic priming is a factor. This refers to the associations we form between words which make them easier to recall. So, the sentence ‘the doctor and the nurse walked through the hospital’ is easier to remember than ‘the doctor and the artist walked through the supermarket’ because the words ‘doctor’ ‘nurse’ and ‘hospital’ are linked. If you are asked to remember a logical sentence such as ‘mitochondria is the powerhouse of the cell’, it’s not too difficult. If those same words are scrambled and become ‘cell the house mitochondria power is of’ it’s a lot harder to remember. And if those words are broken up into nonsensical syllables – ‘th ell ce he ous hon mit odria fi of’ – retaining them would become arduous. But some researchers have theorised that repetition over time primes us to connect information. So, if you revised ‘th ell ce he ous hon mit odria fi of’ enough times, you would start to connect ‘th’ and ‘ell.’ We can demonstrate semantic priming by telling a friend to say ‘silk’ ten times, then asking them what a cow drinks. They will almost certainly say ‘milk.’ The answer is, of course, water.Wiseheart and Pashler (2008) calculated the optimal distribution of study time based on how long you want to remember it: Time to Test First Study Interval 1-2 days 1 week 1 months 6 months 1 year



Gaming & Situational Effects

• New research into memory and learning 
highlight the value of games and 
gamification in improving learning, recall 
and retention

• Gaming can be important in recreating 
the situational awareness associated with 
the original learning.
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The Hidden Value of Ignorance The fluency illusion can interfere with test performance: Once we feel we can remember information right now, we often refrain from further study. Simply repeating facts right after you have studied them gives you no added memory benefit. Wait, and try to recollect in your own words later. When the brain is retrieving information, it is doing something different, and harder, than when it merely sees information again. The extra effort deepens storage and retrieval strength. When we successfully retrieve a fact, we then re-store it in memory in a different way than we did before, which gives the memory new and different connections. • Use the Gates ratio: Devote 30-40% of time to reading/memorization and the rest of the time to recitation/recall. Reviewing or rewriting notes will not be as helpful as studying them and then trying to rewrite them without looking. The most effective test preparation is testing itself. Quiz yourself or take practice exams immediately after reading the material. This technique proves to be effective for long-term recall. Make use of pretesting. Unsuccessful retrieval attempts alter how we think about and store the information contained in the questions. Particularly on multiple-choice tests, we learn from answering incorrectly, especially when given the correct answer soon afterward. Guessing wrongly increases the likelihood of getting the question or a similar one correct in the future. 



Seven Sins of Memory
• TRANSIENCE

• ABSENTMINDEDNESS

• BLOCKING

• MISATTRIBUTION

• SUGGESTIBILITY

• BIAS

• PERSISTENCE

TANGENT ALERT
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In Yasunari Kawabata's unsettling short story, Yumiura, a novelist receives an unexpected visit from a woman who says she knew him 30 years earlier. They met when he visited the town of Yumiura during a harbor festival, the woman explains. But the novelist cannot remember her. Plagued recently by other troublesome memory lapses, he sees this latest incident as a further sign of mental decline. His discomfort turns to alarm when the woman offers more revelations about what happened on a day when he visited her room. "You asked me to marry you," she recalls wistfully. The novelist reels while contemplating the magnitude of what he had forgotten. The woman explains that she had never forgotten their time together and felt continually burdened by her memories of him.After she finally leaves, the shaken novelist searches maps for the town of Yumiura with the hope of triggering recall of the place and the reasons why he had gone there. But no maps or books list a town called Yumiura. The novelist then realizes that he could not have been in the part of the country the woman described at the time she remembered. Her detailed, heartfelt and convincing memories were entirely false.



Building Blocks of Retention

1. Engagement
2. Resonance
3. Short & Discreet
4. Visual, Auditory, Situational, Sensory
5. Spacing
6. Testing
7. Reinforce
8. Repeat

Building Neural 
Networks



IT STARTS WITH 
ENGAGEMENT

Technology is a tool, not a pneumonic solution.
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Phillip K Dick	We can remember it for you wholesale	Do Androids Dream of Electric Sheep



MORE SCARY FACTS

1. $154k – average settlement for civil case in Canada

2. $671k – average settlement for civil case in USA

3. $27k – average legal cost for civil case in Canada

4. $61k – average legal cost for civil case in USA

• Compliance is not a guarantee of zero accidents & incidents and the associated costs, but it 
is the minimum required criteria the court and government uses to acknowledge the due 
diligence defence

Presenter
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Now here it is, I KNOW THAT YOU UNDERSTAND, we agree that safety is important, you get that. Compliance is important, and I know that you get that as well; and I know you understand that it is worse than it has ever been; the risk is greater, the cost is also greater, you get that.And we get that too. The reason is because we have been around for nearly 100 years helping our clients save lives and ensure that workers return home safely each and every night.



SCARIEST FACTS

1. 70% of traditional safety training is forgotten in the first 24 hours – Over 90% in the first 5 
days

2. Over 90% of safety managers do not know if training is working – C-suite is demanding 
transparency and reporting

3. Attendance is not verification that training was learned and sunk in



BETTER SAFETY TRAINING GETS ROI
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Outside of the 3000 people surveyed, we polled our members, and:OUR MEMBERS ARE REPORTING themselves at 57% more efficient;OUR MEMBERS ARE REDUCING their insurance premiums by 53%; …and in addition, although not initially intended, however as a beneficial outcome:OUR MEMBERS ARE REPORTING a 4.5 TIMES FASTER return to work;OUR MEMBERS ARE RECORDING a 3 TIMES HIGHER product quality;OUR MEMBERS ARE REPORTING a 2 TIMES BETTER product output;So, not only are people coming back from accidents faster, not only are they producing higher quality products, but they are also producing MORE high-quality products. …and by the way, they are also saving money on insurance premiums and training.



Muscle Memory

We've all had those terrible moments, 
whether just before making a wedding 
speech or delivering a presentation at work, 
when our minds have gone completely 
blank.

Now scientists are one step closer to 
understanding why we have developed such 
a counterproductive (and embarrassing) 
response to stress.
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It's long been known that the ancient and primitive part of the brain - called the hypothalamus - reacts to perceived danger by triggering a 'fight or flight' response. It sends a signal to release adrenalin, quickening the heart rate, speeding the breath and preparing us to confront the perceived monster or run away.However, scientists are now realising that stress can have a huge impact on the prefrontal cortex as well. This is the part of the brain that evolved most recently and doesn't fully develop until after your teenage years.The prefrontal cortext holds the circuitry we need for abstract thought. It allows us to concentrate on the task at hand while storing useful information in temporary storage for later on. It also prevents you from performing inappropriate actions and is basically the command centre for the brain.A review in the latest issue of Scientific American looked at a number of studies that showed what makes a person vulnerable to anxiety.Genetic makeup is one factor as some people have weaker enzymes that are needed to return the brain back to normal functioning after a stressful episode.Co-author Carolyn Manure added that she had found a relation in her own work between stress exposure and shrinkage in prefrontal grey matter.The authors also pointed to a study by John Morrison of the Mount Sinai School of Medicine that found prefrontal dendrites (the branches off a neuron) are affected by stress. And while they could regrow if stress disappears they could not rebound after severe stress.Primed for panic: Early negative experiences of struggling with stress can make people more vulnerable as adultsWhy then is this most evolved part of the brain, which is so key to dealing with immediate problems, so sensitive to stress?The review in the Scientific American suggests when under great stress the brain can accidentally flick from its higher cognitive functions to primal reactions as it assumes we need to react instinctively to save ourselves.'Primitive brain pathways can stop us on a dime or ready us to flee,' 



IT
WORKS
THE RIGHT INTERVENTION AND THE RIGHT 
TECHNOLOGY SAVES TIME & MONEY; 
INCREASES ENGAGEMENT; AND IMPROVES 
LEARNING

IT DOESN’T TAKE MORE EFFORT, IT TAKES A BETTER PHILOSOPHY
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President & CEO of Bongarde/SafetyNowSafety Training and Compliance Oldest B2B publication in North America still in existenceDress up as a clownTalk about story of Knebworth Festival and the Rolling Stones.Last year’s event, followed X and Y. Like Gary Rossington breaking into this 10 minute riff of Free Bird and walking down the stage, while 140,000 ticket holders and at least 100,000 free loaders forgot that the Stones were even the headliners. Rumour is Mick Jagger said forget it, I’m not following that and proceeded to get drunk with Nicholson and J Paul Getty III, delaying the concert 6 hours.I’m not in love – 10CCARTIMUS PYLE - SHOT



210% increase
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Using Bridge technology combined with learning science, Larry H. Miller Group employees were able to increase their retention of information over time. The final assessment revealed that the Bridge Retain users remembered 210% more information than the control group.“One of our biggest challenges, besides training thousands of dispersed employees,” says Randy Rowley, Director of Learning and Performance at LHM, “is understanding how much our employees remember so we can better assess how training helps them perform their jobs. The goal of any training program is to positively impact the learner and the business. Bridge Retain allows us to dramatically increase learning retention for ultimate business impact.”



17% revenue increase
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Companies that practice training reinforcement see 17 percent more of their business-to-business sales professionals, and 14 percent more of their sales teams, hitting their annual sales targets compared with other companies. But the reinforcement effect is greatest among new hires: 34 percent more of them reach their first-year sales quotas than do their peers working at other companies.Training reinforcement also correlates with best-in-class sales practices. Companies that reinforce sales training are 64 percent more likely to follow an evolving sales methodology; 58 percent more likely to keep a central repository of best practices; and 74 percent more likely to have a formal process in place to capture and share tacit knowledge. 



30% increase

Presenter
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Microlearning and reinforcement app helped GE improve learning by 30% - SWISSVBS



+15% +18% +12%

+13%

REAL WORLD RESULTS



Costs of conventional instructor-led 
safety training
• 500 EMPLOYEES/AVERAGE HOURLY RATE OF $35

• EACH EMPLOYEE MUST TAKE 1 HOUR OF INSTRUCTOR-LED 
SAFETY TRAINING/MONTH

• 6,000 HOURS/YEAR X $35/HOUR = $210,000

• PLUS, AN HOUR OF PRODUCTIVITY LOST PER 
EMPLOYEE/MONTH = ANOTHER 6,000 HOURS AND 
$210,000

• TOTAL = $420,000/YEAR



Just-in-Time Training
• YOUR EVERYDAY LOCAL HARDWARE STORE

• IN MOMENT TRAINING WITH MANAGER 
AND MOBILE COURSE ASSIGNMENT

• RETENTION QUIZZES (24 HOURS), 1 WEEK, 
2 WEEK

• +80% REDUCTION IN NEAR MISSES

• +45% REDUCTION IN ACCIDENTS & 
INCIDENTS

• 0 FINES FROM INSPECTIONS

• REDUCED EMPLOYEE TURNOVER & 
ONBOARDING TIME



Near Miss Driving
• INTERNATIONAL REAL ESTATE COMPANY

• INTEGRATED NEAR MISS REPORTING VIA API

• RETENTION QUIZZES (24 HOUR, 1 WEEK, 2 
WEEK, 3 WEEK)

• +5% INCREASE IN NEAR MISSES, +90 
REDUCTION IN DIRECT RELATED NEAR MISSES

• +27% REDUCTION IN ACCIDENTS & 
INCIDENTS

• 0 FINES FROM INSPECTIONS

• REDUCED EMPLOYEE TURNOVER & 
ONBOARDING TIME

• REDUCED TRAINING COSTS BY +46% IN FIRST 
YEAR



Mobile Training
• LOGISTICS COMPANY

• UTILIZING DOWN TIME FOR TRAINING

• RETENTION QUIZZES (24 HOUR, 1 
WEEK, 2 WEEK, 3 WEEK)

• +40% REDUCTION IN ACCIDENTS & 
INCIDENTS

• REDUCED TRAINING COSTS BY +67%

• REDUCED INSURANCE PREMIUMS BY 
$1M IN FIRST YEAR
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